Suppose p has n > 3 vertices and assume Theorem 2.1 for all polygons having fewer than n vertices.
Let a be the set of all points each attainable from the exterior of p by a polygonal path crossing p at just one point and otherwise not meeting p.
LEMMA 2.1. There exists a line segment d joining2 two vertices of p on a.
To establish Lemma 2.1, let Po be the point on p with the smallest ordinate among those where the absicssa is smallest. Then Po is a vertex of p. Let P1, P2 be the vertices consecutive with Po in either sense along p. Let a denote the triangular region P0P1P2. Then either PlP2 satisfies Lemma 2.1 or else a contains vertices of p other than (P1, P2). In the latter case, PoP3 satisfies the lemma if P3 is one of the vertices on a-(P1, P2) with least abscissa greater than the abscissa of Po.
Let P,, P2 be the two polygonal arcs into which the end points of d divide p. Then the hypothesis of the recurrency (see (A) above) applies to pi+d and to p2+d. Theorem 2.1 now follows for p, and hence follows in general, with the aid of result (B).
3. Approximation to a sector. (A) The polygon p intersects ci (i = 1, 2). This auxiliary result follows from the facts that (1) p separates D1 from D2, by Theorem 2.1, and (2) ci joins D1 and D2.
(B) Let p be traced from M in either sense to the first points encountered on c. This leads to two distinct points, P1 and P2, on cl and C2 respectively.
To establish (B), let po be the arc P1MP2 of p. Suppose that (B) is false and that both end points of po are on c1, for example. Let co be the arc of c1 which they bound. From parts of po and a suitable polygonal approximation to co, it is possible to put together a simple closed polygon through M, meeting (c2+d) only at M, where it crosses d. By the argument for (A), this is contradictory, since such a polygon would necessarily meet c2.
(C) Let pi be the arc of po with M and Pi for end points (i = 1, 2), and let ao be the set of all points which can be joined to pi by arcs not meeting c+d. Then (1) a, and a2 are disjoint and (2) &1+&2=r .
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M DI M Di If a1 and a2 were not disjoint, then any point common to them could be joined to pi (i =1, 2) by a polygonal arc qi on ai. From parts of Pi, P2, ql, and q2, a polygon could be put together, leading to the same sort of contradiction as in the argument for (B). Part (2) of (C) presents no difficulty. The lemma and the corollary below now follow at once. COROLLARY. In the above notation, the boundary of ao is on d+ci (i=t, 2).
Either of the two parts into which a chord d = DiD2 separates a will be called a sector ,B of a. As a preliminary to proving that a is a 2-cell, a method will now be developed for partially filling in : by an approximating region A3*. In accordance with the preceding corollary, the boundary of A is on d+,u, where /.t is one of the arcs of c with D1 and D2 for end points. From the midpoint M of d, let a ray normal to d be extended into ,B, and let P be the first point of c on that ray. Then, by the above corollary, P is on /.t [see PROOF. By Theorem 4.1, the lemma reduces to the case where c is a circle and a is its interior. If g did not separate a, a polygonal arc p could be constructed joining cl to c2 on a without meeting g. This arc p could be completed outside c to a simple closed polygon. By Theorem 2.1, using an arc of circle instead of a polygonal path, such a polygon must separate P1 from P2 and hence must intersect g, contrary to its definition. It follows that g+ci satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1. Let a5 be a 2-cell bounded by g+ci in accordance with that theorem. By ?4(D), a, and a2 can be amalgamated across g to obtain the 2-cell, a, bounded by c.
Next consider an arbitrary simple closed curve c. Let p be a simple closed polygon, meeting c in just two points, P1 and P2, and otherwise exterior to c. Such a polygon is easy to define, if P1 and P2 are chosen as points of maximum and minimum ordinates, respectively, on c.
Let c1 and c2 be the two arcs into which P1 and P2 divide c. As a consequence of Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 5.1, c, separates the interior, p, of p into two 2-cells ao and fi, one of which, f3, contains cj (i= 1, j= 2) and (i= 2, j= 1). Similarly, c1 separates /2 into two 2-cells, one of which, a, has cl+c2 for boundary. Any point on a is interior to c, since any arc joining it to p must meet either c1 or c2. This establishes the following result. 
